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THIS AGREE11ENT, ENTERED INTO BY AND' 4t~ ~ ~~_LGRAM-L---=----1~ 
AGREEMENT 
~~u o_uN;a:.Eo ..§.UPERs___ ~4:'Y~ (N_':!!:_k~---
1.Mfi,,ii:aiiii,+;!-'REFERREo TO AS THE "EMPLOYER," AND THE RETAIL STORE EM-
PLOYEES UNION, LOCAL 782, CHARTERED BY THE RETAIL CLERKS INTERNATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION, AFL-CIO, HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE "UNION," ANO ANY 
RENEWAL OR EXTENSION THEREOF SHALL BE BINDING UPON THE PARTIES HERETO, 
THEIR HEIRS• EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, SUCCESSORS ANO ASSIGNS. 
ARTICLE I 
TERM OF AGREEMENT 
1.1 THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT FROM MAY 9, 1976, 
THROUGH MAY 6, 1978, ANO FROM YEAR TO YEAR THEREAFTER, UNLESS WRITTEN 
NOTICE TO THE CONTRARY BE GIVEN BY EITHER PARTY TO THE OTHER NOT LESS 
THAN SIXTY (60} DAYS PRIOR TO THE ANNIVERSARY DATE. 
ARTICLE II 
BARGAINING UNIT 
2.1 THE EMPLOYER HEREBY RECOGNIZES THE UNION AS' THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGENT WITH RESPECT TO RATES ·oF PAY, HOURS, Al'J C 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE APPROPRIATE BAR -
GAINING UNIT HEREIN ESTABLISHED ANO DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: ALL [MPLOY(ES 
f HPLOYEO BY THE EMPLOYER WORKING IN THE EMPLOYER'S PRESENT AND FUTURE 
RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS SITUATED WITHIN JACKSON, CLAY, PLATTE, ANO CA$~ 
COUNTIES, MISSOURI, ANO JOHNSON ANO WYANDOTTE COUNTIES, KANSAS, EN CAGEu 
lN HANDLING OR SELLING MERCHANDISE OR PERFORMING OTHER SERVICES INCI-
0 ENT AL OR RELATED THERETO, EXCEPT SUPERVISORY EMPLOY£ ES 'WITHIN THE 
MEANING OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT OF 1947, AS AMENDED, AND 
EMPLOYEES WHOSE ·woRK IS EXCLUSIVELY AND WHOLLY PERFORMED WITHIN THE MEAT 
DEPARTMENT LOCATION .OF THE RETAIL ESTABLISHMENT. 
2.2 THE EMPLOYER AGREES NOT TO ENTER INTO ANY AGREEMENT OR CONTRACT 
WITH ITS EMPLOYEES, :INDIVIDUALLY OR COLLECTIVELY, WHICH IN ANY WAY 
CONFLICTS WITH THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
2.3 IN STORES WITH A WEEKLY VOLUME OF S25,000 GROSS SALES OR MOR£ CTHIS 
VOLUME SHALL BE COMPUTED BY DIVIDING THE YEARLY GROSS SALES LESS MEAT 
SAL ES BY 52), IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE EMPLOYER AND THE UNION HAVE A 
COM~ON INTEREST IN PROTECTING WORK OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL EMPLOYEES 
COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT. THEREFORE• IN SUCH STORES, ALL WORK AND 
SERVICES, AS DEFINED IN PARAGRAPH 2.1, CONNECTED WITH ALL OPERATIONS 
CARRIED ON AT THE PREMISES OF THE EMPLOYER 9 S RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS IN-
(LUOING, OUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE HANDLING, PRICE HARKING AND SELLING 
OF ALL MERCHANDISE, SHALL BE PERFORMED ONLY BY EMPLOYEES WITHIN THE 
UNIT AS DEFINED 'IN THIS AGREEMENT, ANO BY EMPLOYEES WORKING FOR THE 
f I RST THIRTY-ONE ( 31 J OA"YS OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT; PROVIDED, HOW EV ER, THA T 
TrlE FOREGOING RESTRICTION ON WORK JURISDICTION HAY BE ALTERED OR RELAXED 
IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT aETWEEN THE EMPLOYER ANO THE 
UNION. 
2 .4 AS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE ABOVE DESCRIB ED 
RESTRICTION ON WORK JURISDICTION HAS BEEN. BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE UNION ANO THE .EMPLOYER• RELAXED ANO ALTERED IN THE FOLLOWING RES-
PEC r: 
CA) THE STORE MANAGER OR TH£ ACTING MANAGER DESIGNATED DURI~G 
THE ABSENCE OF THE MANAGER. OTHER SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES OF 
THE EMPLOYER; HOWEVER, SUCH OTHER SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES 
SHALL DO ' NO PRICE MARKING, STOCKING, UNLOADING :OF. TRUCKS 
OR CHECKING. 
. ' 
, f • I • 
<B> DRIVER SALESMEN WHO ACTUALLY DELIVER MERCHANDISE DIRECTLY 
FROM A DELIVERY VEHICLE TO THE STORE MAY STOCK THE FOLLOW-
ING ITEMS: HILK, BREAD, POTATO CHIPS, CAKES AND PAST-RIES, 
SNACK ITEMS, BEVERAGES, ANO ITEMS STOCKED BY RACK JOBBERS 
AS PROVIDED IN THE LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING. 
(CJ DEMONSTRATORS WHO CONFINE THEIR WORK SOLELY TO DEMONSTRA-
TIONS, OFFERING OF SAMPLES AND ACTIVITIES OF AN ADVERTISING 
NATURE. SUCH DEMONSTRATORS HAY SELL DIRECTLY TO THE CUS-
TOMER. 
CO> DISPLAY MEN OR SALESMEN MAY BUILD PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS, 
EXCLUDING STOCKING SUCH DISPLAYS AFTER THE INITIAL DISPLAY 
IS ERECTED .WITH MERCHANDISE FOR SELECTION OR PICK-UP BY 
CUSTOMERS. 
(EJ REPRESENTATIVES OF OUTSIDE SUPPLIERS MAY CHECK THEIR 
MERCHANDISE IN THE STORE To DETERMINE IF THE MERCHANDISE 
HAS BEEN ROTATED, ANO WILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO ROTATE THEIR 
MERCHANDISE IF IT HAS NOT BEEN ROTATED PROPERLY. 
2.5 DURING ANY ·coHBINATION OF SIX (6) DAYS, SUCH AS THE THREE (3) 
DAYS PRECEDING OR THE THREE (3) DAYS FOLLOWING THE DAY OF OPENING OF 
A NEW STORE, THE. REOPENING OF AN OLD STORE FOLLOWING REMODELING, WORK 
MAY BE PERFORMED BY 1PERSONS EXCLUDED ABOVE, ANO SUCH SIX (6) DAYS 
HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED TO THE UNION BY THE EMPLOYER. 
2.6 ANY STOCKING DONE IN VIOLATION OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL RESULT IN 
:THE EMPLOYEE REPORTING SUCH VIOLATION WHO IS EMPLOYED IN THAT STORE (NOT 
TO EXCEED ONE (1) EMPLOYEE> RECEIVING PAY FOR ·THE TIME WORKED IN VIOLA-
'TION OF THIS AGREEMENT AT THE .EHPLOYEE"S REGULAR RATE ·oF PAY IN AODITION 
·To HIS NORMAL PAY FOR THAT " DAY. THIS SHALL NOT PRECLUDE THE UNION 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LOCAL UNION FROM FILING A GRIEVANCE PERTAINING TO 
A VIOLATION OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN THE NAME OF THE SENIOR .EMPLOYEE IN THE 
STORE WORKING LESS THAN FORTY (40) HOURS THAT ,WEEK WHO SHALL BE COM-
~ENSATEO IN THE .METHOD HEREIN PROVIDED ABOVE. 
ARTICLE III 
UNION SECURITY 
3.1 IT SHALL BE A CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT THAT ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE 
EMPLOYER COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT WHO ARE MEMBERS OF ·THE UNION IN 
GOOD STANDING ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE .OF THIS AGREEMENT ·SHALL ·REMAIN 
MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING ANO THOSE WHO ARE NOT MEMBERS ON THE .EFFEC-
ITIVE DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL, NOT LATER THAN THE THIRTY-FIRST 
(31ST) DAY FOLLOWING THE EFFECTIVE DATE .OF THIS AGREEMENT BECOME AND 
REMAIN MEHBERS IN GOOD STANDING IN THE UNION • . IT SHALL ALSO BE A 
CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT THAT ALL EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT 
ANO HIRED ON OR AFTER ITS EFFECTIVE DATE SHALL, NOT LATER :THAN THE 
THIRTY-FIRST (31STJ DAY FOLLOWING THE BEGINNING .OF SUCH .EMPLOYMENT, 
8 ECO ME ANO REHA IN MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING IM THE UNION. 
3.2 FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE, ·THE EXECUTION DATE OF THIS AGREE-
MENT SHALL BE "CONSIDERED AS ITS EFFECTIVE DATE. 
3.3 THE PROVISIONS OF THE PRECEDING TWO PARAGRAPHS 5HALL 'NOT BECOME 
:EFFECTIVE WITH RESPECT TO EMPLOYMENT WITHIN THE "STATE :or KANSAS UNTIL 
,THERE IS A CHANGE IN FEDERAL OR STATE LAW WHICH SHALL PERMIT PARAGRAPH 
·3.1 OF THIS ARTICLE TO BECOME EFFECTIVE. ANY "OTHER FORM OF UNION 
SECURITY SHALL BE NEGOTIATED BETWEEN THE PARTIES. 
3.4 THE EMPLOYER AGREES TO DEDUCT UNION DUES, INITIATION FEES AND 
UNIFORM ASSESSMENTS FROM THE WAGES OF EMPLOYEES IN THE BARGAINING 
UNIT WHO VOLUNTARILY PROVIDE THE EMPLOYER WITH A WRITTEN AUTHORIZA-
,TION WHICH SHALL NOT BE REVOCABLE FOR A PERIOD OF MORE THAN ONE YEAR, 
OR BEYOND THE TERMINATION DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT• WHICHEVER OCCURS 
SOONER. SUCH DEDUCTIONS WI1..L BE MADE BY THE EMPLOYER FROM THE WAGES 
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OF THE EMPLOYEES NO LATER THAN THE THIRD PAY PERIOD .OF EACH CALENDAR 
MONTH ANO WILL DE TRANSMITTED TO THE UNION ON THE FIRST (1ST) DAY OF 
THE FOLLOWING MONTH. IN THE EVENT THAT NO WAGES ARE DUE THE EMPLOYEE, 
OR THAT THEY ARE INSUFFICIENT TO COVER THE REQUIRED DEDUCTION, THE 
DEDUCTION FOR SUCH CALENDAR MONTH SHALL NEVERTHELESS BE HADE FROM THE 
FIRST WAGES OF ADEQUATE AMOUNT NEXT DUE THE EMPLOYEE AND WILL THERE-
UPON BE TRANSMITTED TO THE UNION. TOGETHER WITH THE TRANSMITTAL OF 
DEDUCTIONS REFERRED TO ABOVE, THE EMPLOYER SHALL FURNISH THE UNION 
WITH A LIST OF EMPLOYEES FOR WHOH DEDUCTIONS WERE HAOE. 
3.5 THE UNION SHALL REFUND PROMPTLY ANY SUCH DUES FOUND TO HAVE BEEN 
IMPROPERLY DEDUCTED AND TRANSMITTED TO THE UNION. 
3.6 THE EMPLOYER RECOGNIZES THE UNION'S OUTY TO REPRESENT ALL THE 
EMPLOYEES IN THE UNIT FAIRLY ANO EFFECTIVELY. THEREFORE, ·THE EMPLOYER 
iWILL FURNISH THE UNION THE NAME, RESIDENCE ADDRESS, SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBER, ANO JOB LOCATION OF ALL NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEES. IN ORDER TO 
AFFORD ALL NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEES AN OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME ACQUAINTED 
WITH THEIR RIGHTS AND BENEFITS UNDER THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREE-
MENT, ALL NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEES WILL BE REQUESTED BY THE EMPLOYER TO 
REPORT TO THE UNION OFFICE PRIOR TO BEING SCHEDULED FOR WORK. ; IN THE 
EVENT THE EMPLOYEES CHOOSE NOT TO AVAIL THEMSELVES OF ·THIS OPPORTUNITY, 
UNION REPRESENTATIVES MAY ~ONTACT SAID EMPLOYEE IN THE. STORE AND OE 
GIVEN REASONABLE TIME DURING WORKING HOURS TO . ACQUAINT THE NEWLY HIRED 
EMPLOYEE WITH THEIR RIGHTS AND BENEFITS ·or THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
"AGREEMENT. 
3.7 ANY EMPLOYEE PROMOTED OR TRANSFERRED TO A POSITION OUTSIDE THE 
BARGAINING UNIT HAY REVOKE ANY CHECKOFF "AUTHORIZATION OR ASSIGNMENT 
:THERETOFORE MADE BY HIM. 
·3.8 THE EMPLOYER AND THE UNIGN AGREE THAT EACH WILL FULLY COMPLY WITH 
APPLICABLE LAWS :ANO REGULATIONS REGARDING DISCRIMINATION AGAINST ANY 
EMPLOYEE BECAUSE OF ·sucH PERSONS' RACE, RELIGION. COLOR. OREEO, NATIONAL 
ORIGIN, SEX, OR "AGE BETWEEN THE AGE .OF 40 - ·65. 
ARTICLE IV 
HOLIDAYS 
:4.1 THE FOLLOWING DAYS SHALL BE RECOGNIZED ·ey THE EMPLOYER AS HOLI-
DAYS: 
NEW YEAR'S DAY LABOR DAY CHRISTMAS DAY 
MEMORIAL DAY THANKSGIVING DAY INDEPENDENCE DAY 
TWO (2) PERSONAL HOLIDAYS (SEE PARAGRAPH 4.8) 
EMPLOYEE'S BIRTHDAY <SEE PARAGRAPH 4.9) 
4.2 ALL EMPLOYEES SHALL BE PAID FOR AU. THE ABOVE HOLIDAYS WHEN NOT 
WORKED, AS IF THE HOLIDAY IS A REGULAR WORK DAY, PROVIDED ·THE EMPLOYEE 
HAS WORKED SOHE PART OF THE HOLIDAY WEEK AS FOLLOWS: 
CA) . FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES - EIGHT HOURS STRAIGHT-TIME PAY. 
(8) ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES SHALL BE PAID FOR THE NUMBER ·oF HOURS 
THE EMPLOYEE NORMALLY WOULD HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED TO WORK IF 
THE DAY HAD NOT BEEN A HOLIDAY OR NOT LESS THAN FIVE 
PERCENT (5%) OF THE EMPLOYEE•S TOTAL -STRAIGHT-TIME 
EARNINGS DURING THE FOUR (4) CALENDAR WEEKS PRECEDING THE 
HOLIDAY• OR FOUR (4) HOURS• STRAIGHT-TIME PAY, WHICHEVER 
OF THE THREE METHODS IS GREATEST. 
4.3 IN ORDER TO QUALIFY FOR HOLIDAY PAY, AN EMPLOYEE MUST WORK HIS OR 
HE R SCHEDULED WORK DAY NEXT PRIOR TO AND AFTER THE HOLIDAY UNLESS AB-
SENCE IS DUE TO PROVEN ILLNESS• LAYOFF OR INJURY OR HAS BEEN EXCUSED BY 
THE EMPLOYER (IN WHICH CASE, THE EMPLOYEE MUST WORK "SOME PART ·oF THE 
"HOLIDAY WEEK TO RECEIVE HOLIDAY PAV.> THE EMPLOYER HAY REQUIRE A 
DOCTOR'S CERTIFICATE IN CASE OF ILLNESS OR INJURY. 
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. 4.4 WEEKS WHEREIN A HOLIDAY OCCURS, THE BASIC WORK WEEK FOR ALL 
EMPLOYEES SHALL BE THIRTY-TWO (32) HOURS WORK BEFORE OVERTIME, TO BE 
WORKED WITHIN FOUR (4) DAYS. ANY EMPLOYEE WHO WORKS IN EXCESS OF 
THIRTY-TWO (32) HOURS AND/OR FOUR (4) DAYS IN A HOLIDAY WEEK, EXCLUD-
ING WORK PERFORMED ON THE HOLIDAY, SHALL BE PAID AT THE RATE OF ONE 
AND ONE-HALF ll-1/2) TIMES THE EMPLOYEE'S STRAIGHT-TIME CLASSIFIED 
HOURLY RATE OF PAY FOR SUCH WORK. 
4.5 ANY HOLIDAY WHICH OCCURS ON A SUNDAY SHALL BE OBSERVED ON MON-
DAY, PROVIDED THERE SHALL BE NO WORK PERFORMED ON THANKSGIVING DAY 
ANO CHRISTMAS DAY. WORK PERFORMED ON ANY HOLIDAY OR THE DAY OBSERVED 
AS THE HOLIDAY HEREUNDER, SHALL BE PAID FOR AT DOUBLE (2) THE EMPLOYEE'S 
REGULAR HOURLY RATE OF PAY IN ADDITION TO HOLIDAY PAY. THIS PARAGRAPH 
SHALL NOT APPLY 'TO COURTESY CLERKS. 
4 .6 HOLIDAY WORK FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL BE VOLUNTARY. FULL-
1TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL HAVE PREFERENCE OVER PART-TIME EMPLOYEES FOR 
HOLIDAY WORK. PART-TIME EMPLOYEES MAY BE SCHEDULED TO WORK ON A 
HOLIDAY IF A WORK SHIFT OCCURS AFTER ALL FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES HAVE BEEN 
:GIVEN PREFERENCE OR ASKED ' TO WORK. PART-TIME EMPLOYEES WHO ARE AS-
.SIGNED TO WORK ON A HOLIDAY SHALL BE GUARANTEED NO LESS ·THAN FOUR C4> 
HOURS WORK. HOLIDAY WORK FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL NOT BE L[SS 
,THAN EIGHT (8) HOURS ANO NOT MORE THAN NINE (9J HOURS 'WORK. HOWEVER, 
:IF SHIFTS .OF LESS THAN EIGHT ( 8) HOURS REMAIN, A FULL..:TIME EMPLOYEE 
·SHALL HAVE PREFERENCE OVER PART-TIME ANO BE ALLOWED TO WORK LESS THAN 
AN EIGHT (8) HOUR SHIFT. 
·4.7 NO .EMPLOYEES SHALL BE SCHEDULED TO WORK PAST 6:oo P.H. ON 
CHRISTMAS EVE; EXCEPT CUSTOMERS IN THE STORE SHALL BE SERVED IN THE 
1REGULAR MANNER. EMPLOYEES TO HANDLE THESE DUTIES SHALL BE QUALIFIED 
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES AND/OR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES ON DUTY ASSIGNED IN 
INVERSE ORDER OF SENIORITY. IN ALL CASES A QUALIFIED FULL-TIME 
EMPLOYEE SHALL BE RETAINED, IF NEEDED, TO HANDLE STORE CLOSING DUTIES. 
4.8 ANY EMPLOYEE WHO HAS WORKED FOR A PERIOD ·or ONE (1} YEAR ~ITH THE 
EMPLOYER SHALL RECEIVE ONE (1) PERSONAL HOLIDAY, AND EFFECTIVE JANUARY l• 
1977, TWO (2) PERSONAL HOLIDAYS, PER YEAR SUBJECT TO THE SAME CONDITIONS 
PROVIDED ABOVE FOR OTHER HOLIDAYS. THESE PERSONAL HOLIDAYS SHALL BE 
CELEBRATED ON ANY DAY WHICH IS MUTUALLY AGREEABLE TO THE EMPLOYER ANO 
EMPLOYEE, OR PAY FOR SUCH HOLIDAYS MAY BE ADDED TO THE FIRST (1STJ 
·WEEK OF VACATION PAY IF REQUESTED BY THE EMPLOYEE IN LIEU :OF SUCH HOLI-
DAYS. SUCH HOLIDAYS HUST BE TAKEN IN THE CALENDAR YEAR DUE • 
. 4.9 ANY EMPLOYEE WHO HAS WORKED FOR A PERIOD .OF ONE lll YEAR WITH THE 
EMPLOYER SHALL RECEIVE A BIRTHDAY HOLIDAY EACH YEAR SUBJECT TO THE SAME 
CONDITIONS PROVIDED ABOVE FOR OTHER HOLIDAYS. IF THE EMPLOYEE'S BIRTH-
DAY FALLS ON A HOLIDAY, OR THE EMPLOYEE•s REGULAR SCHEDULED DAY OFF. 
-THE BIRTHDAY HOLIDAY SHALL BE TAKEN ON THE DAY FOLLOWING THE EMPLOYEE'S 
BIRTHDAY• UNLESS THAT DAY IS THE EMPLOYEE'S REGULAR :SCHEDULED DAY .OFF• 
IN WHICH CASE :rT SHALL BE TAKEN ON THE NEXT FOLLOWING DAY. 
ARTICLE V 
VACATIONS 
5.1 ALL EMPLOYEES• UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFICALLY EXEMPTED HE~EIN, 
SHALL RECEIVE ' AN ANNUAL VACATION WITH FULL PAY THEREFOR• AS FOLLOWS: 
AFTER ONE Cl) YEAR OF EMPLOYMENT 
AFTER TWO (2) YEARS 'OF EMPLOYMENT 
AFTER EIGHT (8) YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT 
EFFECTIVE JANUARY l• 1977! 
AFTER SIX (6) YEARS ·oF EMPLOYMENT 
AFTER FIFTEEN (15) YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT 
AfTER TWENTY (20) YEARS .OF EMPLOYMENT 
ONE <ll WEEK 
TWO (2) WEEKS 
THREE ( 3l WEEKS 
, THREE ( 3J' WEEKS 
FOUR :c4) •WEEKS 
FIVE (5) :WEEKS 
(NUMBER OF YEARS STATED ABOVE MUST BE CONSECUTIVE.) 
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5.2 FULL PAY FOR EACH WEEK OF THE VACATION PERIODS SPECIFIED ABOVE 
FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL MEAN FORTY (40) HOURS TIMES THE EM-
PLOYEE'S REGULAR STRAIGHT-TIME CLASSIFIED HOU~LY RATE OF PAY AT THE 
,TIME THE VACATION IS TAKEN, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS 
ARTICLE. 
5.3 A PART-TIME E~PLOYEE SHALL BE ALLOWED A VACATION WITH PAY AT THE 
EMPLOYEE•s REGULAR STRAIGHT-TIME CLASSIFIED HOURLY RATE OF PAY AT THE 
.TIME THE VACATION IS TAKEN, PRORATED AS FOLLOWS: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
STRAIGHT-TI ME 'HOURS WORKED BETWEEN ANN IVE RS ARY DATES OF EMPLOYMENT THE 
PREVIOUS YEAR SHALL BE DIVIDED BY FIFTY-TWO <52) TO DETERMINE ,THE AMOUNT 
.OF PAID VACATION DUE FOR EACH WEEK AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH .5.1 A80VE. 
5.4 A COURTESY CLERK SHALL BE ALLOWED A VACATION WITH PAY AT 'HIS 
STRAIGHT-TIME CLASSIFIED HOURLY RATE, PRORATED AS FOLLOWS: THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF STRAIGHT-TIME HOURS WORKED BETWEEN ANNIVERSARY OATES OF EM-
PLOYMENT THE PREVIOUS YEAR SHALL BE DIVIDED BY FIFTY-TWO (52) TO DE-
TERMINE THE AHOUNT OF PAID VACATION DUE FOR EACH WEEK AS PROVIDED IN 
PARAGRAPH 5.1 ABOVE. IF A COURTESY CLERK IS PROMOTED TO A PART-TIME 
OR FULL~TIME EHPLOYEE• SUCH TIME OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE COURTESY CLERK 
'CLASSIFICATION (FROM THE DATE OF LAST HIRE IN THE EVENT :OF A REHIRE) 
SHALL BE INCLUDED roR THE PURPOSE OF COMPUTING TOTAL LENGTH :or 
CONTINUOUS SERVICE FOR VACATIONS AS SET FORTH 'IN PARAGRAPH s.1. 
·S.5 WHEN ANY HOLIDAY NAMED IN ARTICLE IV OF THIS AGREEMENT FALLS 
WITHIN THE EMPLOYEE'S VACATION, AN ADDITIONAL DAY :OFF WITH PAY SHALL 
BE ADDEO TO THE EMPLOYEE•s VACATION, OR PAY GIVEN IN LIEU THEREOF. 
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES' PAY SHALL BE AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH 4.2 (B). 
5.6 AFTER ANY FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE HAS WORKED FOR ONE YEAR. HE SHALL 
RECEIVE• UPON TERMINATION, ONE-TWELFTH (l/12TH> .OF A YEAR•S VACATION 
FOR EACH HONTH WORKED SINCE HIS LAST ANNIVERSARY DATE :oF EMPLOYMENT, 
FOR WHICH H£ HAS NOT PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID, ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE 
IN PARAGRAPH s.1 AaovE. · VACATION PAY SHALL BE , COMPUTED BASED ON THE 
NUMBER OF WEEKS WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN DUE THE .EHPLOYEE ON :THC LAST 
ANNIVERSARY DATE OF .EHPLOYHENT. 
:5.7 A PART-TIME EMPLOYEE OR COURTESY CLERK UPON TER,HINATION SHALL 
RECEIVE VACATION PAY FOR ANY VACATION EARNED AND NOT PAID. EXCEPT AS 
PROVIDED IN THIS ARTICLE. 
5.8 EMPLOYEES TERMINATED FOR PROVEN DISHONESTY ·SHALL BE DISQUALIFIED 
FOR BENEFITS AS PROVIDED HEREIN • 
. 5.9 ABSENCE FROM WORK UP TO NINETY (90) DAYS BY A FULL~TIME EMPLOYEE 
WITHIN A PERIOD OF FIFTY-TWO (52J WEEKS DUE TO SICKNESS, INJURY. 
·TEMPORARY LAYOFF, LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR ANY OTHER REASON SHALL BE IN-
CLUDED FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR FULL VACATION 
PAY. IN THE EVENT THAT A FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE .IS ABSENT FROM WORK IN 
E~CESS OF NINETY (90) DAYS, AS SET FORTH IN THE SENTENCE IMMEDIATELY 
PRECEDING, WHATEVER VACATION PAY THE EMPLOYEE IS ENTITLED TO SHALL BE 
PRORATED AC CORDING TO STRAIGHT-T IHE HO URS ACTUALLY WORKED• 
5.10 VACATIONS SHALL BE SCHEDULED THROUGHOUT ALL FIFTY-TWO (52> WEEKS OF 
THE YEAR. THE EMPLOYER SHALL DETERMINE BY STORE THE NUMBER ·or EMPLOY EES 
IN EACH CLASSIFICATION WHO MAY BE AWAY ON VACATION DURING EACH WEEK OF 
THE YEAR. VACATIONS SHALL BE SELECTED ACCORDING TO SENIORITY BY MARCH 
1ST OF EACH YEAR ANO ONCE AN EMPLOYEE'S VACATION DATE HAS 1BEEN SELECTED• 
IT SHALL NOT BE CHANGED WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE EMPLOYEE INVOLVED. 
PAY FOR AN EARNED VACATION WILL BE PAID ON THE DAY PRIOR TO THE TIME 
AN EMPLOYEE GOES ON VACATION. EMPLOYEES REQUIRED ·sy THE EMPLOYER TO 
GO ON VACATION PRIOR TO THEIR VACATION ANNIVERSARY DATE 'WILL BE PAID 
FULL VACATION PAY PRIOR .TO THE VACATION, THE SAHE 'AS IF THEY HAO PASSED 
,THE IR ANNIVERSARY DATE. 
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5.11 NO EMPLOYEE SHALL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE EARNED VACATION IN MORE 
THAN ONE (1) CONTINUOUS PERIOD EXCEPT FOR THE FIFTH (5TH) WEEK OF VACA-
TION. 
5.12 AN EMPLOYEE'S LENGTH OF SERVICE FOR VACATION PURPOSES SHALL NOT 
BE AFFECTED BY THE SALE OR TRANSFER OF THE STORE IN WHICH :THE EMPLOYEE 
WORKS. AND IN SUCH INSTANCES THE EMPLOYEE SHALL OE PAID EARNED VACA-
ITION PAY PrtORATED TO THE TIME OF SUCH SALE OR TRANSFER BY THE SELLING 
EMPLOYER. THE SUCCEEDING EMPLOYER SHALL THEREUPON ASSUME ·THE .OBLIGATION 
OF ALL PROVISIONS .OF THIS ARTICLE LESS THAT VACATION PAY AS HAY HAVE 
BEEN PAID TO THE EHP.LOYEE BY THE FORMER EHPLOYER. 
ARY.ICLE VI 
PICKET LINE 
6.1 IT SHALL NOT BE A VIOLATION OF THIS AGREEMENT AND IT SHALL NOT 
BE GROUNDS FOR DISCHARGE OR DISCIPLINE FOR ANY EMPLOYEE TO REFUSE TO 
CROSS OR WORK BEHIND ANY LEGAL PICKET LINE BECAUSE OF ANY PRIMARY LABOR 
DISPUTE. 
ARTICLE VII 
BULLETIN BOARDS 
·7.1 THE EMPLOYER AGREES TO DESIGNATE A SUITABLE SPACE IN .THE BACK 
ROOH OF EACH STORE TO BE USED AS A BULLETIN BOARD FOR UNION NOTICES 
ANO A COPY OF THIS AGREEMENT WHICH SHALL REHAIN :POSTED AT .ALL rrIHES. 
ARTICLE VIII 
HOURS AND OVERTIME 
8.1 FORTY ,~o, HOURS wORK IN FIVE (5) DAYS SHALL BE THE BASIC WORK 
WEEK BEFORE OVERTIME FOR ALL EMPLOYEES. THERE SHALL BE ' NO SPLIT 
·SHIFTS. EIGHT (8) HOURS WORK TO BE PERFORMED 'WITHIN NINE (9) CONSECU-
TIVE HOURS WITH ONE (l) HOUR OFF DUTY WITHOUT PAY EACH DAY FOR LUNCH 
;Sr.ALL BE THE BASIC WORK DAY BEFORE OVERTIME. 
8.2 THE OVERTIME RATE OF ONE ANO ONE-HALF (l-1/2) TIHES THE EMPLOYEE•s 
STRAIGHT-TIME CLASSIFIED HOURLY RATE SHALL BE PAID FOR ALL WORK PER-
FORMED IN EXCESS OF THE BASIC WORK DAY• THE BASIC WORK WEEK, AND/OR 
FIVE C 5) DAYS. IT IS UNDERSTOOD ANO AGREED THAT OVERTIME ,SHALL NOT 
BE PAID TWICE FOR THE SAME OVERTIME .HOURS WORKED. IN ORDER TO HAVE DE-
~IRED PERSONNEL ·coVERAGE IN A STORE DURING ANY HOURS IN WHICH THE 
STORE IS IN OPERATION, THE EMPLOYER HAY REQUEST .EMPLOYEES TO WORK HOURS 
IN ADDITION TO THOSE SCHEDULED (EITHER STRAIGHT-TIME OR 'OVERTIME) ANO 
QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES WHO ARE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO WORK THOSE ADDI-
TIONAL HOURS SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO DO SO ON A SENIORITY BASIS. IF 
VOLUNTEERS ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO WORK THE ADDITIONAL HOURSi THE EMPLOYER, 
ON AN INVERSE ORDER OF SENIORITY BASIS, SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO DIRECT 
:THOSE QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES WHO ARE IHMEDIA TEL Y 'AVAILABLE TO WORK THOSE 
HOURS. IF AN EHPLOYEE DIRECTED TO WORK ADDITIONAL HOURS AS :AFORESAID 
HAS A COMPELLING REASON FOR REFUSING TO DO SO, THEN THE NEXT LESS SENIOR 
QUALIFIED AND 'AVAILABLE EMPLOYEE SHALL BE DIRECTED TO DO SO. REGARD -
LESS OF ANYTHING CONTAINED HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT 
SENIORITY SHALL NOT BE EXERCISED TO REQUIRE ASSIGNMENT OF WORK INVOLV-
ING OVERTIME PAY WHEN THAT WORK CAN OTHERWISE BE ASSIGNED TO EMPLOYEES 
WHO CAN WORK IT ON A STRAIGHT-TIME BASIS • 
. 8.3 ALL WORK ON SUNDAY 'AND/OR AN EMPLOYEE•s SCHEDULED DAY OFF SHALL 
BE PAID FOR AT TIME AND ONE-HALF Cl-1/2) AND SHAU. BE IN ADDITION TO 
THE EMPLOYEE•S BASIC WORK WEEK. 
8.4 SUNDAY WORK FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL BE VOLUNTARY. ·FuLL-
TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL HAVE PREFERENCE OVER PART-TIME EMPLOYEES FOR 
SU NDAY WORK. PART-TIME EMPLOYEES MAY BE SCHEDULED TO WORK ON A SUN-
DAY IF A WORK SHIFT OCCURS AFTER ALL FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES HAVE BEEN 
GIVEN PREFERENCE OR ASKED TO WORK. STORE MANAGEMENT SHALL HAVE THE 
OPTION TO POST A VOLUNTEER LIST FOR SUNDAY WORK FROM MONDAY ·THROUGH 
NOON ON THURSDAY. ONLY THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO HAVE SIGNED :THE LIST WHILE 
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IT IS POSTED SHALL BE CONSIDERED FOR VOLUNTEER WORK ON THE FOLLOWING 
SUNDAY. PART-TIME EMPLOYEES WHO ARE ASSIGNED TO WORK ON A SUNDAY SHALL 
B E GUARANTEED NO LESS THAN FOUR (4) HOURS' WORK. SUNDAY WORK FOR FULL-
TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL UENO LESS THAN EIGHT (8) ANO NOT HORE THAN NINE 
C 9> HOURS' WORK. HOWEVER, IF SHIFTS OF LESS THAN EIGHT (8) HOURS RE-
MAIN, A FULL-TIHE EMPLOYEE SHALL HAVE PREFERENCE OVER PART-TIME ANO BE 
ALLOWED TO WORK LESS THAN AN EIGHT (8) HOUR SHIFT. 
8.5 ALL EMPLOYEES SHALL RECEIVE ONE (1) HOUR OFF DUTY WITHOUT PAY 
FOR LUNCH EACH DAY UNLESS THE EMPLOYER ANO EMPLOYEE AGREE TO A 
SHORTER LUNCH PERIOD. NO EMPLOYEE SHALL BE REQUIRED TO WORK IN EX-
CESS OF FIVE (5) CONTINUOUS HOURS WITHOUT A LUNCH PERIOD. 
·a .6 ALL EMPLOYEES WORKING SHIFTS OF SEVEN ( 7>: OR MORE HOURS PER DAY 
,SHALL BE ALLOWED A PAID UNINTERRUPTED REST PERIOD OF FIFTEEN (15) 
MINUTES FOR EACH ONE-HALF (l/2) SHIFT WORKED, NOT TO EXCEED TWO (2) 
REST PERIODS PER DAY. EMPLOYEES WORKING FOUR · (q) HOUR SHIFTS UP TO 
SEVEN C7) HOUR SHIFTS PER DAY SHALL BE ENTITLED TO ONE Cl> PAID UNIN-
•TERRUPTED FIFTEEN ClS>. MINUTES REST PERIOD PER DAY. 
8.7 WORK SCHEDULED BETWEEN THE HOURS OF SIX CG:OOJ P.H. AND TEN (lO:OO> · 
P.M. SHALL BE DIVIDED EQUITABLY AMONG ALL QUALIFIED FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES. 
:THE AOOVE SHALL NOT APPLY TO QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES, WHO, ON THEIR OWN 
VOLITION, ELECT To WORK AFTER G:oo P.M. A PREMIUM OF THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
Lr5,), ANO EFFECTIVE MAY 8, 1977, FORTY CENTS (40~) PER HOUR SHALL BE 
PAID FOR ALL WORK PERFORMED BETWEEN THE HOURS OF SIX CG:OO> P.H. ANO 
TEN c10:oo) P.H. THIS CLAUSE SHALL NOT OPERATE TO PRECLUDE THE ASSIGN-
MENT OF PART-TIME EMPLOYEES TO WORK AFTER G:oo p.H • . IT IS FURTHER 
UNDERSTOOD THAT FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES WILL BE GIVEN PREFERENCE OVER PART-
TIME EMPLOYEES WHEN .POSSIBLE. FOR SHIFTS WHICH .START ·AT OR :AFTER SIX 
(6:00) A.H. ANO ENO NO LATER THAN SIX CG:OOJ p.M. 
a.a THE EMPLOYER SHALL POST A WORK SCHEDULE IN THE BACK ROOM ·oF THE 
STORE OR BY THE TIME CLOCK FOR ALL EMPLOYEES FOR EACH CALENDAR WEEK 
NOT LATER THAN TWELVE (12:00) O'CLOCK NOON THE PRECEDING SATURDAY AND 
;SHALL SHOW EACH .EMPLOYEE IN ORDER OF HIS SENIORITY BY HIS FIRST AND 
LAST NAME, STARTING AND FINISHING TIME, APPROXIMATE LUNCH PERIOD ANO 
DAYS OFF, EXCEPT WHERE THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE SCHEDULE OF AN EMPLOYEE 
WORKING A REGULAR SCHEDULE IN WHICH EVENT ONLY THE DESIGNATION "REGULAR 
SCHEDULE· NEED BE SHOWN. AFTER POSTING, NO ALTERATIONS ·or THE WORK 
SCHEDULE OF A FULL-TIHE EMPLOYEE HAY BE MADE, .UNLESS A SUBSEQUENT 
CHANGE IS ACCEPTABLE TO THE EMPLOYEE, EXCEPT IN CASES .OF EMERGENCY AS 
DEFINED IN PARAGRAPH 9.6. HOWEVER• IN THE CASE ·oF A PART-TIME EMPLOYEE• 
CHANGES MAY BE HADE WITH A TWELVE Cl2J HOUR NOTICE TO ·THE EMPLOYEE IN-
VOLVED. A PART-TIM£ EMPLOYEE WITH SENIORITY AS SET FORTH IN ARTICLE X• 
PARAGRAPH 10.~, HUST ADVISE THE STORE MANAGER THAT HE ·rs AVAILABLE FOR 
A SCHEDULE PRIOR TO THE TIME THE SCHEDULE IS POSTED OR FORFEIT, CLAIM 
ON SUCH SCHEDULE OF HOURS FOR THAT WEEK. WHERE TWO SHIFTS OF LESS THAN 
EIGHT (8) HOURS CAN BE COMBINED TO MAKE ONE EIGHT (8) HOUR SHIFT OR ONE 
EIGHT (8) HOUR SHIFT AND ONE SHIFT Of LESS THAN EIGHT CB> HOURS, IT 
WILL BE DONE WHERE PRACTICABLE EVEN WHERE NECESSARY "TO ELIMINATE THE 
LUNCH PERIOD. 
8.9 THE EMPLOYER SHALL OETE.RMINE AVAILABLE DAYS OFF ANO SENIOR FULL-
.TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL BE GIVEN PREFERENCE IN THE SELECTION OF THOSE DAYS. 
ONCE A REGULARLY SCHEDULED DAY OFF IS SELECTED BY AN EHPLOYEEi THAT 
REGULARLY SCHEDULED DAY OFF SHALL NOT BE CHANGED WITHOUT T~E CONSENT 
·oF THE EMPLOYEE, IT BEING UNDERSTOOD, HOWEVER, THAT AN EMPLOYEE•s DAY 
.OFF MAY BE CHANGED WITHOUT HIS CONSENT IN HOLIDAY WEEKS OR FOR REASONS 
Or EMERGENCY AS DErINEO IN PARAGRAPH 9.6 OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
8.10 A PART-TIME EMPLOYEE SHALL NOT BE SCHEDULED TO WORK LESS TH AN 
f OUR (4) HOURS ON ANY WORK DAY, UNLESS SUCH EMPLOYEE IS NOT "AVAILABLE 
TG WORK FOUR l4) HOURS OR IF SUCH SCHEDULE WOULD RESULT :IN A FULL-TIME 
EMPLOYEE BEING REDUCED TO LESS THAN AN EIGHT (8) HOUR SCHEDULE THAT DAY. 
8.11 THERE SHALL BE NO DUPLICATION OR PYRAMIDING .OF PREMIUM PAY AND 
OVERTIME PAY AND IN .ANY EVENT ONLY THE HIGHEST OF SUCH RATES SHALL APPLY. 
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ARTICLE IX 
CLASSIFICATION ANO WAGES 
9.1 NO EMPLOYEE SHALL SUFFER A REDUCTION IN HIS PRESENT HOURLY RATE 
-OF PAY BECAUSE OF THE SIGNING OF THIS AGRE~MENT, NOR SHALL HE BE RE-
CLASSIFIED TO DEFEAT THE PURPOSE OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
9.2 THE EMPLOYER, WHEN HIRING FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES AT ANY OF THE WAGE 
BRACKETS, AGREES TO ADVANCE SAID EMPLOYEE TO THE NEXT 'HIGHER BRACKET 
WITHIN SUCH TIME AS IS DESIGNATED IN THE WAGE SCHEDULE. 
9.3 FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW :SHALL 
HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS: 
CA) FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES! THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO REGULARLY WORK 
A BASIC WORK WEEK FOR FOUR (4 > CONSECUTIVE ·WEEKS. HOURS 
WORKED BY PART-TIHE EMPLOYEES DURING VACATION PERIOD :AND 
·PERIODS or EMERGENCY SHALL BE EXCLUDED FOR DETERMINING 
EMPLOYEE•S CLASSIFICATION. 
CB) PART-TIME EMPLOYEES: THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO WORK LESS THAN 
THE BASIC WORK WEEK. 
(Cl COURTESY CLERKS: 
THE TERM "COURTESY CLERKS• INCLUDES ONLY THOSE EMPLOYEES 
EMPLOYED TO HELP SACK GROCERIES AT ·THE 'CHECKSTANO ANO TO 
CARRY GROCERIES TO CUSTOMERS• CARS. A COURTESY CLERK SHALL 
BE DEFINED AS AN EMPLOYEE WHO SACKS ANO CARRIES BAGS OR BOXES 
OF GROCERIES TO CUSTOMERS• CARS. THEY MAY ALSO COLLECT ANO 
LINE UP PUSH CARTS AND RETURN THEM TO THE STORE FROM THE 
PARKING LOT. THEY CAN KEEP THE PARKING LOT FREE :oF REFUSE 
ANO THEY MAY SWEEP THE FLOOR AND OTHER INCIDENTAL DUTIES FOR 
THE CONVENIENCE OF CUSTOMERS AND OTHER .EMPLOYEES. THEY MAY 
ALSO PUT AWAY EMPTY BOTTLES. THE COURTESY CLERK SHALL BE 
PROHIBITED FROM DOING ANY WORK .OTHER THAN THAT MENTIONED 
ABOVE. IF AN EMPLOYER ALLOWS A COURTESY CLERK 'TO DO WORK 
OTHER THAN WHAT IS SET FORTH ABOVE, HE 'WILL BE WARNED• ANO 
IF A SECOND VIOLATION OCCURS, THE UNION SHALL SUSPEND THE 
RIGHT TO USE COURTESY CLERKS IN THAT ;STORE FOR ;THE REMAINDER 
OF THE DURATION OF THE CONTRACT. 
CO> COURTESY CLERKS SHALL BE EXCLUDED FROM .THE PROVISIONS OF 
ARTICLE X, EXCEPT FOR PARAGRAPHS 10.1, 10.5, 'AND 10.6 SEN-
IORITY. ARTICLE XVI FUNERAL LEAVE, ARTICLE -XVIII 'JURY DUTY, 
ANO ARTICLE XIX PENSIONS. COURTESY CLERKS SHALL ALSO BE EX-
CLUDED FROH THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE VIII HOURS 'AND 'OVERTIME, 
EXCEPT FOR PARAGRAPHS s.2, a.s, 8.6, 'AND a.a. 
CE> NIGHT STOCKERS: THOSE EMPLOYEES DESIGNATED BY ·THE EMPLOYER 
TO WORK REGULARLY ONE (1) NIGHT OR MORE PER WEEK AS NIGHT 
STOCKERS SHALL RECEIVE A PREMIUM RATE OF SIXTY CENTS CGO()• 
ANO EFFECTIVE . MAY 8, 1977, SEVENTY CENTS . f70(J, 
PER HOUR FOR ALL HOURS WORKED THAT WEEK IN :ADDITION TO 
THEIR REGULAR HOURLY RATE OF PAY. EMPLOYEES WORKING AS 
NIGHT STOCKERS SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO WORK BOTH>SATUR-
OAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS ON THE SAME WEEK END AND -SHALL NOT 
START WORK ON SUNDAY UNTIL THE STORE rs CLOSED TO . THE PUBLIC. 
NIGHT STOCKERS WORKING ON SUNDAY OR A HOL~DAY AS AN EXTEN-
SION OF THEIR SHIFT OR AT THE DEGINNING OF ·THEIR SHIFT SHALL 
NOT BE EXEMPT FROM THE SUNDAY AND HOLIDAY PREMIUM. NO NIGHT 
STOCKER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO WORK BOTH THE· EVE ANO THE 
EVENING OF A HOLIDAY. NIGHT STOCKERS SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED 
TO WORK EASTER EVE. THE NIGHT STOCKERS REGULAR HOURLY RATE 
PLUS THE PREMIUM RATE REFERRED TO ABOVE SHALL BE CONSIDERED 
AS THE STRAIGHT-TIME CLASSIFIED HOURLY RATE OF PAY FOR 
PURPOSES OF PAYING VACATION PAY ANO HOLIDAY ~AV. AN~ EMPLOYEE 
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WHO IS SCHEDULED TO WORK AFTER 10:00 P.M. ANO WHOSE WORK IS 
NOT ROTATED SHALL BE CONSIDERED A NIGHT STOCKER, ~XCEPT 
WHERE SUCH LACK . OF ROTATION IS VOLUNTARY OR DUE TO INABILITY 
TO WORK OTHER HOURS OR ASSIGNMENT OF PART-TIME EMPLOYEES 
UNDER THE PROVISION OF SECTION 8.7. THERE SHALL BE NO ROTA-
TION OF NIGHT STOCKER WORK, OR OF OTHER EMPLOYEES ASSIGNED 
AS PROVIDED ABOVE. ANY FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE ASSIGNED TO SUCH 
WORK FOR A PERIOD OF SIX (6) MONTHS OR LONGER SHALL SE GIVEN 
FIRST PREFERENCE (OVER PART-TIMERS REQUESTING FULL-TIME \10RK> 
FOR FULL-TIME SHIFTS ENDING AT OR BEFORE 10:00 P.M •. AS VACAN-
CIES OCCUR• IF REQUESTED IN WRITING. SUCH REQUESTS SHALL BE 
VALID FOR A PERIOD OF SIX (6) MONTHS. WITHIN TEN (10> DAYS 
AFTER RECEIP~ OF SUCH REQUEST, IF THERE ARE NO VACANCIES, THE 
EMPLOYER SHALL MAKE A REASONABLE EFFORT TO DETERMINE :IF ANY 
EMPLOYEE WILL TRADE SHIFTS WITH THE EMPLOYEE REQUESTING THE 
EARLIER SHIFT. SUCH TRADES SHALL BE PERMANENT EXCEPT THAT 
ANY EMPLOYEE TRANSFERRING FROM SUCH NIGHT WORK SHALL BE SUB-
JECT TO A THIRTY (30) WORKING DAYS' PROBATIONARY PERIOD DURING 
WHICH THEY HAY BE RETURNED TO NIGHT WORK AFTER A TRIAL PERIOD 
OF AT LEAST TEN (10) WORKING DAYS ANO, :IF THE TRANSFER WAS THE 
RESULT OF A TRADE, BOTH EMPLOYEES SHALL BE RETURNED TO THEIR 
ORIGINAL SCHEDULES. NO EMPLOYEE WITH MORE THAN FIVE (5) YEARS 
SERVICE WITH THE EMPLOY(R WILL BE REQUIRED TO ACCEPT AN ASSIGN-
MENT AS NIGHT STOCKER AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE :OF THIS AGREE-
MENT UNLESS THERE ARE NO LESS SENIOR EMPLOYEES COTHER THAN 
COURTESY ,CLERKS) WHO ARE AVAILABLE AND -THEN THE ASSIGNMENT 
WILL BE IN REVERSE ORDER OF SENIORITY. 
9.4 IN STORES WITH WEEKLY VOLUME OF $25,000 GROSS SALES OR MORE, EX-
CLUDING HEAT SALES (THIS VOLUME SHALL BE COMPUTED BY DIVIDING THE YEARLY 
GROSS SALES LESS HEAT SALES BY 52>, AN ASSISTANT MANAGER OR HEAD CLERK 
WHERE APPLICABLE, PRODUCE MANAGER OR HEAD PRODUCE "CLERK WHERE APPLI-
CABLE, ANO ONE OTHER CLASSIFICATION SHALL BE APPOINTED AND MAINTAINED. 
~N STORES WITH WEEKLY SALES VOLUME OF LESS THAN S25i000• EITHER AN 
ASSISTANT MANAGER OR HEAD CLERK WHERE APPLICABLE OR A PRODUCE ,DEPART-
MENT HEAD SHALL BE APPOINTED ANO MAINTAINED. ANY .OTHER CLASSIFICATION 
PRESENTLY ESTABLISHED SHALL BE MAINTAINED. 
·9.5 NO EMPLOYEE SHALL BE DEMOTED FROH ANY OF "THE ABOVE CLASSIFICATIONS 
WITHOUT JUST CAUSE. 
9.6 THE TERM "EMERGENCY• PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH 9.3 (A) Or. THIS ARTICLE 
IS INTE MD ED TO IN CLUOE: . FIRE, FLOOD, BREAKDOWN :OF EQUIPMENT, A BS EN CE 
OF OTHER EMPLOYEES, ACCIDENTS• REMODELED OR NEW .STORE OPENINGS• DEATH 
IN THE FAMILY, ANO UNEXPECTED DELIVERY SCHEDULE :CHANGES. 
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9.7 EMPLOYEES WORKING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT SHALL RECEIVE NOT LESS 
THAN THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM SCALE OF WAGES• ACCORDING TO 'THEIR CLASSI-
FICATION AS D ETERHINEO BY THEIR JOB DUTIES: 
CLASSIFICATION 
ASSISTANT MANAGER/HEAD CLERK 
PRODUCE MGR./HEAO PRODUCE CLERK 
HEAD LIQUOR CLERK 
FIRST CLERK 
HEAD CASHIER/PAYING TELLER 
CLERKS: 
f IRS T SIX MONTHS 
1SECONO SIX MONTHS 
THIRD SIX MONTHS 
FOURTH SIX MONTHS 
AFTER 24 MONTHS 
COURTESY CLERKS: 
PRESENT 
NEW HIRES 
:EFFECTIVE 
5-09-76 
·PER HOUR 
$7.835 
7.735 
7. 735 
7.41 
7.18 
4.16 
4.71 
5.49 
6.09 
6.96 
2.ao 
2.60 
EFFECTIVE 
5-08-77 
PER HOUR 
S8.335 
8.235 
8.235 
:7 .91 
·7.68 
4.45 
:5 .04 
:5.87 
6.52 
:7 .IJ 6 
,3 .oo 
2.80 
9.8 A COURTESY CLERK 'WORKING ON SUNDAY AND HOLIDAYS SHALL RECEIVE A 
PREHIUH OF SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS (75() PER HOUR IN ADDITION TO 'HIS STRAIGHT-
:TIHE HOURLY RATE FOR WORK PERFORMED ON SUNDAY 'ANO HOLIDAYS. 
9.9 RATES FOR PART-TIME EMPLOYEES HIRED SHALL BE DETERMINED BY 
ACCUMULATION OF 'ALL :HOURS :WORKED. PROGRESSION FROH ONE SIX-MONTH 
BRACKET TO ANOTHER SHALL BE AT THE COMPLETION :or ONE THOUSAND FORTY 
<1•040) HOURS FOR EACH BRACKET. SUNDAY. HOLIDAY, AND ALL 'OVERTIME 
HOURS SHALL BE INCLUDED. 
9.10 ANY EMPLOYEE WHO IS PLACED IN CHARGE OF THE SERVICE BAKERY DEPART-
MENT SHALL BE PAID AN ADDITIONAL TWELVE CENTS c12,> PER HOUR OVER AND 
A BOVE THEIR CLASSIFIED HOURLY RATE PROVIDED FOR IN THIS "AGREEMENT ANO 
·THIS RATE SHALL BE CONSIDERED THE REGULAR CLASSIFIED RATE :OF PAY. FOR 
ALL PURPOSES UNDER THIS 'AGREEMENT. 
9.11 ANY EMPLOYEE WHO PERFORMS THE DUTIES OF ASSISTANT MANAGER OR HEAD 
CLERK, PRODUCE MANAGER OR HEAD PRODUCE CLERK, FIRST CLERK, LIQUOR MANA-
GER OR HEAD LIQUOR CLERK, OR HEAD CASHIER OR PAYING TELLER DURING THE 
ABSENCE OF THE EMPLOYEE NORMALLY PERFORMING THOSE JOB CLASSIFICATION 
DUTIES• SHALL BE PAID NOT LESS THAN THE REGULAR RATE OF PAY FOR HOURS 
SPENT PERFORMING SUCH AN ASSIGNMENT, PROVIDED THAT SUCH ,PERIOD OF 'TIME 
IS EaUAL TO OR IN EXCESS OF A BASIC WORK WEEK. NO EMPLOYEE SHALL SUFFER 
A REDUCTION IN PAY BECAUSE OF SUCH AN ASSIGNMENT. 
·9.12 A NEW EMPLOYEE SHALL RECEIVE• WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS OF 'STARTING 
DATE OF EMPLOYMENT• THE RATE OF PAY ESTABLISHED ·ay HIS PAST PROVABLE 
COMPARABLE SUPERMARKET EXPERIENCE. AS SHOWN ON HIS APPLICATION FOR EM-
PLOYMENT• PROVIDED THERE HAS BEEN NO MORE THAN FOUR C4J YEARS ELAPSED 
:SINCE LAST DATE OF SUCH .EMPLOYMENT. A DIFFERENT RATE .OF PROGRESSION 
MAY OE AGREED UPON :IN ' INDIVIDUAL CASES BETWEEN THE EMPLOYER• T·HE EM-
PLOYEE• AND UNION. 
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ARTICLE X 
SENIORITY 
10.1 SENIORITY IS DEFINED AS TH[ LENGTH OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE ~IITH 
THE EMPLOYER IN THE BARGAINING UNIT. ANY OF THE FOLLOWING .EVENTS SHALL 
BE CONSIDERED A BREAK IH LENGTH OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE• AND SUBSEQUENT 
EMPLOYMENT SHALL BE DEEMED TO DE NEW EMPLOYMENT: 
(Al DISMISSAL FOR JUST CAUSE. 
(8) VOLUNTARY QUITTING. 
CC) FAILURE TO REPORT TO THE EMPLOYER WITHIN TWENTY-
FOUR ( 24 > HOURS OF HIS ABSENCE FROM ~J.ORK, WITHOUT 
GOOD CAUSE". 
(O> . FAILURE TO RETURN TO WORK WITHIN ONE Cll WEEK AFTER 
BEING RECALLED .BY THE EMPLOYER BY CERTIFIED HAIL 
OR TELEGRAM AT THE LAST KNOWN ADDRESS. 
CE> HAS BEEN LAID OFF OR ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR A 
PERIOD OF MORE THAN TWELVE (12) MONTHS. · 
10.2 .THE EMPLOYER AND THE UNION ACCEPT THE PRINCIPLE .OF SENIORITY FOR 
ALL EMPLOYEES AND AGREE THAT IF RELATIVE FITNESS ANO ABILITY ARE EQUAL, 
THE LENGTH OF ·coNTINUOUS SERVICE IN THE BARGAINING UNIT SHALL GOVERN 
NEXT IN REGARD TO VACANCY, LAYOFfS, RECALLING, DEMOTIONS, TRANSFERS 
BETW~EN STORES AND PROMOTIONS. THE EMPLOYER SHALL DETERMINE RELATIVE 
FITNESS AND ABILITY, BUT IN EXERCISING SUCH JUDGMENT HE SHALL NOT CON-
TRAVENE ANY OF THE ARTICLES OF THIS AGREEMENT. THE EMPLOYER WILL 
EXERCISE FAIRNESS IN JUDGING THE QUALIFICATIONS .OF EMPLOYEES AND ANY 
COMPLAINT THAT IT HAS FAILED TO DO SO MAY BE TAKEN THROUGH THE GRIE-
VANCE PROCEDURE SET FORTH IN ARTICLE 15 HCREOF. 
10.3 A FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE ijITH THE LEAST SENIORITY IN A GIVEN STORE 
WHERE HIS FULL-TIME SERVICES ~AY NO LONGER BE REQUIRED• MAY ELECT 
NOT TO CLAIM FULL-TIHE EMPLOYMENT IN ANOTHER STORE OF THE EMPLOYER 
AND HE MAY CLAIM SENIORITY OVER A PART-TIME EMPLOYEE IN HIS OWN STORE 
A ND CONTINUE TO ACCUHULATE HIS FULL-TIME SENIORITY WITH -THE EMPLOYER. 
10.4 A PART-TIME OR A REDUCED FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT 
TO CLAIM ANY ADDITIONAL HOURS OF WORK IN THE STORE IN WHICH SAID 
EMPLOYEE IS EMPLOYED, BASED ON SENIORITY OVER OTHER PART-TIME EMPLOYEES. 
PROVIDED HE IS AVAILABLE FOR ALL HOURS CLAIMED ON A CONTINUING BASIS 
ANO HAS THE QUALIFICATIONS TO PERFORM THE DUTIES CLAIHEO. 
10.5 COURTESY CLERKS, BASED ON SENIORITY ANO "AVAILABILITY, SHALL BE 
ACVANCED TO PART-TIME 'JOBS IN THCIR STORES BEFORE OUTSIDE PART-TIME 
E MPLOY(ES ARE HIRED• SUBJECT TO A PROBATIONARY PERIOD :oF THIRTY ( 30 l 
WORKING DAYS, AFTER WHICH TIME THEY MAY BE DEMOTED AT THE 'DISCRETION 
OF THE EMPLOYER, EXCEPT THAT THE TRIAL PERIOD SHALL BE AT LEAST TEN 
ClOl WORKING DAYS. A COURTESY CLERK• BA5ED ON SENIORITY IN HIS CLASSI-
FICATION, SHALL BE GIVEN THE DAILY SCHEDULE OF STRAIGHT-TIME HOURS IN 
HIS STORE WITH THE GREATEST NUMBER OF HOURS, PROVIDED HE IS AVAILABLC 
TO WORK THE DAILY SCHEDULE CLAIMED ON A CONTINUING BASIS. 
10.6 IN CASE OF CALL BACK AFTER A LAY-OFF, THE LAST EMPLOYEE LAID OFF 
S~A L BE THE FIRST RECALLED• AND THE NEXT TO THE LAST LAID OFF SHALL 
BE THE SECOND RECALLED AND SO ON TO THE FIRST LAID OFF BEING THE LAST 
RECALLED. 
10. 7 Part-time employees who average twenty-four (24) hours a week or more shall 
be laid off in order of seniority within their store, however, such part-time 
employees may displac~, in order of their seniority, the junior part-time employee 
of the employer covered by this agreement, provided they can work any or all of 
the available hours. Part-time employees who average less than twenty-four (24) 
hours a week shall be laid off in order of seniority within their store, however, 
s11c h part-tirne employees sha 11 have first pref ere nee for p11rt - time employment: in 
;rny <, tore of the empl ayer covered by th ·i s a~Jreement before any advancellH!nt by 
cotll'Lr~s y clerks or new hires provided they are ab 'le to work the ava'ilable hours 
on c1 con tinuing basis. If such e1nployee is offered e111ploy111ent and refuses, the 
employee shall not be entitled to any further offers but will retain the right to 
rrc-111'1 to the store where laid off. For the p11rpose of this section, the <1ver,1qe 
ho,irs s h11ll be the total hours worked the previous year divided by 52,; and laid 
,1rf shal'I mean e111ployee is not scheduled for any hours for two (2) or more consecu-
tiv<c: weeks. 
10.8 PART-TIME EMPLOYEES WHO DESIRE TO WORK FULL TIME SHALL BE GIVEN 
PREFER[NCE FOR SUCH WORK IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING ~ROCEDURE. 
EMPLOYEES DESIRING F,ULL...;TIME WORK SHALL NOTIFY .THE EMPLOYER IN WRITING 
BEFORE JANUARY 15 ANO JULY 15 EACH YEAR AND DURING EACH SUCH SIX-MONTH 
PERIOD FIRST CONSIDERATION FOR ANY FULL-TIME VACANCIES SHALL BE GIVEN 
TO EMPLOYEES ~ITH A CURRENT REQUEST• IN ORDER ·oF SENIORITY. SUCH LETTERS 
SHALL BE VALID ONLY FROM ' THE FIRST DATE ABOVE FOLLOWING THE DATE RE-
CEIVED BY THC EMPLOYER UNTIL THE NEXT FOLLOWING DATE LISTED ABOVE. IF 
THERE ARE QUALIFIED .EMPLOYEES ~HO HAVE A CURRENT REQUEST FOR FULL-TIME 
WORK, THIS SHALL BE THE ONLY METHOD FOR OBTAINING FULL-TIME STATUS. 
ONLY REQUESTS FOR PERMANENT FULL-TIME ·woRK SHALL BE VALID ANO FAILURE 
TO BE AVAILABLE "FOR FULL-TIME :WORK FOR A PERIOD :oF TWErJTY_;SIX ( 26 > WEEl<S 
AFTER OO~AINING FULL-TIME STATUS, EXCEPT FOR REASONS BEYOND THE CONTROL 
:OF THE EMPLOYEE• SHALL BE GROUNDS FOR DISCHARGE. FAILURE ·yo ACCEPT AN 
~FFER OF FULL-TIME WORK IN ANY OF THE EMPLOYER•S STORES COVERED :BY THIS 
AGREEMENT SHALL RESULT IN REMOVAL OF THE EMPLOYEE'S -REQUEST FOR ,THE 
BALANCE OF THAT SIX MONTH PERIOD BUT SHALL. NOT BAR YHE EMPLOYEE FROM 
FUTURE REQUESTS. 
10.9 IN CASE ·oF LAYOFF OUT .OF LINE OF SENIORITY OR A HAjQR LAYOFF, THE 
UNION WILL BE :ADVISED IN ADVANCE AND WILL• UPON REQUEST ·oF THE ~UNION, 
HEET TO DISCUSS THE HATTER FIRST. 
ARTICLE XI 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
11.l EMPLOYEES• AFTER THIRTY C30) DAYS SERVICE, SHALL BE GRANTED A 
LEAVE OF ASSENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: 
<A> PREGNANCY 
CB) ILLNESS OR INJURY 
CC) DEATH IN THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY 
CD> SERIOUS ILLNESS, OR INJURY IN THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY (IMMEDIATE 
FAHILY 'TO HEAN .SPOUSE, CHILDREN, OR OTHER RELATIVES LIVING IN 
THE HOHE OF THE EMPLOYEE.) 
11.2 LEAVES OF ABSENCE .FOR PREGNANCY OR RELATED DISABILITY SHALL BE 
GRANTED ON THE SAHE BASIS AS ANY OTHER SICK LEAVE. 
11.3 LEAVES OF ABSENCE :SHALL :NOT BE CONSIDERED AS TIME WORKED FOR 
PROGRESSIVE RATES OF PAY. 
11.4 AN EMPLOYEE ON A SICK LEAVE FOR MORE THAN ONE Cl) YEAR MAY BE 
·SEPARATED FROM THE PAYROLL - AND CONSIDERED A "QUIT, "EXCEPT IN ~HE CASE 
WHERE SUCH SICKNESS LEAVE IS A RESULT ·oF AN OCCUPATIONAL INJURY. 
11.5 THE UNION SHALL BE NOTIFIED BY THE EMPLOYER IN WRITING WHEN AN 
EMPLOYEE IS GRANTED A LEAVE OF ABSENCE, INDICATING THE DATE THE LEAVE 
BECOMES EFFECTIVE AND THE DATE IT ENDS. 
11.6 THE EMPLOYER NAY GRANT LEAVES OF ABSENCE FOR OTHER REASONS OTHER 
THAN OUTLINED ABOVE. 
11.7 THE EMPLOYER SHALL GRANT THE NECESSARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR A 
REASONABLE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES APPOINTED OR ELECTED TO A UNION OFFICE 
0~ DELEGATE TO A UNION ACTIVITY. SUCH LEAVE SHALL NOT tXCEED THREE 
<3) YEARS. A WRITTEN REQUEST FOR SUCH LEAVE MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE 
EMPLOYER AT LEAST TWO (2) WEEKS PRIOR TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE .OF THE 
LEA VE. 
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11.8 EMPLOYEES WHO ARE RETURNING FROH AN AUTHORIZED LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
MUST NOTIFY THE EMPLOYER OF THEIR AVAILABILITY FOR WORK AT LEAST FORTY-
EIGHT C48) HOURS PRIOR TO ·.THE POSTING OF THE WORK SCHEDULE FOR THE 
FOLLOWING WEEK. 
ART-ICLE XII 
UNION STORE CARD 
12.1 THE UNION STORE CARO SHALL BE DISPLAYED IN THE SALES ROOH WITH-
OUT ANY OBLIGATION ON THE PART or TH[ EMPLOYER. THE EMPLOYER SHALL 
OESIGNATE THE PLACE WHERE THE CARD IS TO BE DISPLAYED. 
ARTICLE XIII 
UNION REPRESENTATION 
13.1 AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNION SHALL BE ALLOWED TO 
CONTACT EMPLOYEES IN THE STORES OF THE EMPLOYER DURING STORE HOURS, 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCUSSING OR HANDLING OF A GRIEVANCE, DISCUSSING 
AND SETTLING GRIEVANCES WITH THE STORE MANAGER, OR CONTACTING NEW 
EMPLOYEES. THE REPRESENTATIVE HAY VISIT THE STORE AT ALL OTHER TIMES 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SATISFYING HIMSELF THAT THE CONTRACT IS NOT BEING 
VIOLATED. FOR VISITS OUTLINED ABOVE, AND FOR OTHER .VISITS, SUCH VISITS 
·SHALL NOT INTERFERE WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF THE .EMPLOYEE•s REGULAR 
OUT IES. 
13.2 IT IS FURTHER AGREED THAT THE UNION HAY APPOINT STORE STEWARDS 
IN EACH STORE WHO SHALL HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO SEE THAT THIS AGREEMENT 
IS NOT VIOLATED AND ADJUST GRIEVANCES WITH THE MANAGER. If SUCH GRIE-
VANCES CANNOT BE RESOLVED BY THE STORE STEWARD AND THE MANAGER, THEY 
·SHALL BE REFERRED TO THE AUTHORIZED FULL-TIME REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
.UNION. THE .STORE STEWARD SHALL NOT BE TRANSFERRED WITHOUT. THE APPROVAL 
:OF THE UNION AND EMPLOYER. 
ARTICLE XIV 
DISCHARGES 
14.1 NO EMPLOYEE COVERED ·ay THIS AGRECMENT SHALL BE DISCHARGED WITH-
OUT SUFFICIENT CAUSE. PROVEN DISHONESTY ANO DRUNKENNESS OR DRINKING 
WHILE ON DUTY SHALL BE CONSIDERED SUFFICIENT CAUSE FOR DISMISSAL. IT 
IS UNDERSTOOD, HOWEVER, THAT IN ADDITION TO THESE THREE C3J CAUSES THE 
EMPLOYER MAY DISCHARGE AN EMPLOYEE FOR ANY OTHER SUFFICIENT CAUSE. THE 
UNION SHALL PRESENT ALL COMPLAINTS OF DISCHARGE WITHOUT SUFFICIENT 
CAUS[ TO THE EMPLOYER WITHIN SEVEN (7) WORKING DAYS AFTER THE DISCHARGE. 
IF THE COMPLAINT CANNOT BE ADJUSTED BY MUTUAL CONSENT• IT :SHALL FORTH- • 
WITH BE SUBMITTED TO ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THE ARBITRftTION PROCEDURE 
HEREINAFTER PROVIDED. 
14.2 NO EMPLOYEE SHALL BE DISCHARGED OR DISCRIMINATED AGAINST BECAUSE 
:OF UNION ACTIVITIES IN UPHOLDING UNION PRINCIPLES NOR SHALL ANY SUCH 
ACTIVITY BY AN EMPLOYEE BE CONSIDERED A VIOLATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
14.3 DURING THE FIRST THIRTY (30) CALENDAR DAYS OF EMPLOYMENT• A NEW 
EMPLOYEE SHALL BE ON A TRIAL BASIS ANO MAY BE DISCHARGED AT THE DISCRE-
.TION OF THE .EMPLOYER. 
ARTICLE XV 
GRIEVANCES, ARBITRATION, AND NO STRIKE 
15.l THE UNION, THE EMPLOYEE, OR THE EMPLOYER MAY FILE A GRIEVANCE. 
THE PROPERLY ACCREDITED ·oFFICERS OR REPRESENTATIVES :oF BOTH PARTIES TO 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE AUTHORIZED TO SETTLE ANY DISPUTE ARISING OUT 
:OF THE TERMS• APPLICATION OR INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUD-
ING UNJUST DISCHARGES OR LAY-OFFS. COMPLAINTS REGARDING UNJUST DIS-
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CHARGES OR LAY-OFFS MUST BE FILED IN WRITING WITH THE UNION, AND BY 
THE UNION WITH THE EMPLOYER, WITHIN SEVEN (7) WORKING DAYS OF SUCH 
DISCHARGE, OR LAY-OFFS, OR THE MEHSER NULLIFIES ANY FURTHER CLAIM RE-
GARDING SAME. THE EMPLOYER SHALL RESPOND TO THE UNION IN WRITING WITH-
IN SEVEN (7) WORKING DAYS FOLLOWING THE RECEIPT OF THE LE~TER FRON THE 
UNION. 
15.2 ALL OTHER GRIEVANCES MUST BE FILED IN WRITING BY THE EMPLOYEE 
WITH THE UNION ANO BY THE UNION WITH THE EMPLOYER WITHIN THIRTY (30) 
DAYS AFTER SUCH HAS HAPPENED, EXCEPT IN CASES OF WAGES DUE IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH FEDERAL ANO/OR STATE STATUTES COVERING "WAGES." THE EMPLOYER 
SHALL RESPOND TO THE UNION IN WRITING WITHIN THIRTY (30): DAYS FOLLOWING 
RECEIPT OF THE LETTER FROM THE UNION. 
15.3 IN THE EVENT THE PROPERLY ACCREDITED OFFICERS OR REPRESENTATIVES 
OF BOTH PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT CANNOT AMICABLY SETTLE ANY DISPUTE 
OR GRIEVANCE ARISING OUT OF THE TERMS, APPLICATION, OR INTERPRETATION 
0 F THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING UNJUST DISCHARGES OR LAY-OFFS WITH IN SEVEN 
(7) DAYS AFTER THIS SAID GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE IS REPORTEDi THE HATTER 
SHALL THEN BE REFERRED TO AN ARBITRATION BOARD FOR SETTLEMENT. 
15.4 THE ARBITRATION BOARD SHALL CONSIST OF THREE (3J ARBITRATORS, 
ONE Cl) TO BE CHOSEN BY THE EMPLOYER WITHIN THREE (3) DAYS AFTER THE 
DISPUTE IS REFERRED TO ARBITRATION, ONE (1) TO BE CHOSEN BY THE UNION 
WITHIN THE PERIOD, AND THE THIRD TO BE SELECTED BY THE FIRST TWO <2> 
NAMED ARBITRATORS 'OF THE EHPLOYER ANO THE UNION: PROVIDED :THAT THE 
SELECTION OF THE THIRD MAN CAN BE MADE WITHIN THREE :c 3J DAYS FOLLOW-
ING THE APPOINTMENT OF THE FIRST TWO ARBITRATORS. 
1s.s IN THE EVENT THE FIRST TWO ARBITRATORS CANNOT AGREE UPON THE 
~HIRD ARBITRATOR WITHIN THREE ll) DAYS FOLLOWING THEIR APPOINTMENT, 
EITHER THE UNION OR THE EMPLOYER HAY REQUEST THE DIRECTOR :oF THE FED-
ERAL MEDIATION ANO CONCILIATION SERVICE TO FURNISH A LIST OF FIFTEEN 
(15) ARBITRATORS. THE EMPLOYER AND THE UNION SHALL THEN ALTERNATELY 
STRIKE ONE NAHE FROM THE LIST UNTIL ONE NAME REMAINS AND SUCH PERSON 
·SHALL BE THE ARBITRATOR FOR OETERHINATION OF THE GRIEVANCE. 
15.6 IT IS DISTINCTLY UNDERSTOOD THAT THE ARBITRATION BOARD IS NOT 
VESTED WITH THE POWER TO CHANGE, MODIFY, OR ALTER 'THIS AGREEMENT IN ANY 
.OF ITS PARTS; THE BOARD HAY, HOWEVER, INTERPRET THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
"A GREEM ENT. 
15. 7 THE ARBITRATION BOARD SHALL BE AUTHORIZED :TO HEAR 'THE CASE ANO 
DISPUTE, ANO RENDER A DECISION. THE MAJORITY DECISION OF 'THE ARBITRA-
TION OOARD SHALL BE FINAL AND BINDING UPON THE EMPLOYER• THE UNION, AND 
,THE AGGRIEVED EHPLOYEE. 
15.8 EXPENSES INCURRED IN CONNECTION WITH THE THIRD ARBITRATOR SHALL 
BE SHARED EQUALLY BETWEEN THE UNION AND THE EMPLOYER. 
15.9 THERE SHALL BE NO LOCKOUT BY THE EMPLOYER DURING THE TERM OF THIS 
AGREEMENT. THERE SHALL BE NO STRIKE, CESSATION .OF WORK, PICKETING OR 
OTHER ACTION BY THE UNION OR ITS MEMBERS DESIGNED TO INTERFERE WITH 
THE EMPLOYER'S OPERATIONS :UNLESS THE EMPLOYER REFUSES 'TO ABIDE BY A 
VALID DECISION Of :AN ARBITRATOR. 
A RT I CLE XVI 
FUNERAL LEAVE 
16. 1 SHOULD A OE A TH OCCUR IN HIS IMMEDIATE FAMILY, AN EMPLOYEE, UP ON 
REQUEST, SHALL BE GRANTED A LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR A REASONABLE PERIOD, 
DEPENDING UPON THE CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ATTEND THE FUNERAL, ANO DURING ANY 
SUCH FUNERAL LEAVE GRANTED TO AN EMPLOYEE SUCH EMPLOYEE SHALL ·BE COM-
PENSATED FOR THE SCHEDULED STRAIGt·H-TIME HOURS (NOT TO EXCEED TWENTY-
FOUR (24)) WHICH HE ;WQULO HAVE WORKED WITHIN THE APPLICABLE 'FUNERAL 
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LEAVE PERIOD HAD SUCH DEATH NOT OCCURRED. IMMEDIATE FAMILY• FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE• S~ALL BE DEFINED AS THE EMPLOYEE•s SPOUSE• 
PARENT, CHILD• BROTHER, SISTER• BROTHER-IN-LAW, SISTER-IN-LAW. MOTHER-
IN-LAW, FATHER-IN-LAW, GRANDPARENT OR ANY OTHER RELATIVE WHO AT THE 
\TIME OF DEATH WAS RESIDING WITH THE EMPLOYEE. 
ARTICLE XVII 
ACCIDENTS 
17.1 ALL EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT ·SHALL RECEIVE FULL PAY 
FOR THE TIME LOST FROM WORK BECAUSE OF OCCUPATIONAL INJURY (WHILE ON 
DUTY FOR THE EMPLOYER> UNTIL WORKMEN 9 S COMPENSATION BEGINS, PROVIDING 
THE EMPLOYEE REPORTS THE ACCIDENT TO HIS SuP ERV IS OR PROMPTLY. 
ARTICLE XVIII 
JURY DUTY 
18.1 ANY .EMPLOYEE WHO IS NOT ENTITLED TO BE EXCUSED FROM OR ENTITLED 
TO REQUEST EXEMPTION FROM JURY SERVICE ANO WHO LOSES TIME FROM WORK 
BECAUSE OF SERVICE ON A JURY SHALL• UPON PRESENTATION :oF A STATEMENT 
SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF THE COURT INVOLVED SIGNIFYING THE TIME HE SO 
SERVED ON THE JURY BE REIMBURSED AT HIS CLASSIFIED RATE :OF PAY FOR THE 
HOURS LOST FROM WORK (NOT TO EXCEED TEN (10) CALENDAR DAYS IN ANY TWELVE -
MONTH PERIOD) BY SUCH JURY SERVICE, LESS THE AMOUNT OF THE JURY PAY 
'PER DIEM - NOT REIMBURSEMENT Of EXPENSES) RECEIVE Ow :rr BEING UNDER-
STOOD THAT THE EHPLOYEE WILL REPORT TO WORK IMMEDIATELY :AFTER 1BEING RE-
LEASED FROH JURY SERVICE SO AS TO COMPLETE THE HOURS OF WORK REMAINING 
:WITHIN HIS WORK IN G SCHEDULE• EXCEPT HOURS BETWEEN TEN (10:00) ·P.H. ANO 
SIX CG:OO> A.H • . TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR JURY PAY, THE EMPLOYEE INVOLVED 
HUST NOTIFY HIS 'SUPERVISOR PROMPTLY OF THE RECEIPT OF JURY SUHHONS• 
ARTICLE XIX 
PENSIONS 
19.l .EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1976• AND EACH MONTH THEREAFTER ·THE EMPLOYER 
SHALL PAY FORTY-TWO CENTS (42() ANO EFFECTIVE JUNE l• 1977, 
FIFTY-TWO CENTS (52()) PER HOUR . FOR THE DURATION OF THIS 
'AGREEMENT• FOR ALL HOURS WORKED THE PREVIOUS MONTH (IT BEING UNDERSTOOD 
THAT COURTESY CLERKS ARE NOT COVEREO)CVACATION ANO HOLIDAY CREDITS IN-
CLUDED) FOR ALL EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT INTO THE KANSAS 
CITY AREA RETAIL FOOD STORE EMPLOYEES PENSION TRUST WHICH IS JOINTLY 
ADMINISTERED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNION AND THE EMPLOYER AS PRO-
VIDED IN AN AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING SUCH PENSION FUND. 
19.2 SAID PENSION FUND SHALL BE USED TO PROVIDE BENEFIT PENSIONS FOR 
ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES OF THE EMPLOYER AS PROVIDED IN THE PENSION PLAN• 
THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF WHICH HAVE OEEN AGREED UPON BY THE PARTIES 
HERETO; SAID PENSION PLAN SHALL• AMONG OTHER THINGS, PROVIDE THAT ALL 
BENEFITS UNDER THE PLAN AND COST, CHARGES• AND EXPENSES :OF ADMINISTER-
ING THE PLAN ANO ALL TAXES LEVIED OR ASSESSED UPON OR ·IN RESPECT OF 
SAID PLAN OR TRUST OR ANY INCOME THEREFROM SHALL BE PAID OUT OF THE 
PENSION FUND. 
19.3 SAID PENSION PLAN ANO TRUST AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING THE PENSION 
FUND SHALL REMAIN QUALIFIED .UNDER I.R.C., SECTION ·401. ET. SEQ. ANO 
NO PART OF SUCH PAYMENTS SHALL BE INCLUDED IN :THE REGULAR RATE OF PAY 
OF ANY EMPLOYEE. 
19.4 A COPY OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT AND ANY AHENOHENTS THERETO SHALL 
BE MADE A PART OF THIS AGREEMENT AS IF HEREIN AT LENGTH SET FORTH. 
19.5 IF THE EMPLOYER FAILS .TO PAY THE MONTHLY CONTRIBUTION .BY THE 
TENTH (10TH) DAY OF THE MONTH IN WHICH IT IS DUE• THE FOLLOWING PRO-
CEDURE SHALL BE FOLLOWED: FIRST, THE PENSION .OFFICE SHALL NOTIFY THE 
EMPLOYER BY CERTIFIED MAIL OF HIS DELINQUENCY. THE EMPLOYER SHALL 
REMIT THE REQUIRED PAYMENT WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS :AFTER DATE OF 'RE-
CEIVING SUCH NOTICE. :IF THE EMPLOYER HAS NOT REMITTED THE PAYMENT BY 
,THAT TIME. ANYTHING ;IN THIS AGREEMENT ' TO THE CONTRARY NOT WITHSTANDING 
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THE UNION WILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO USE ECONOMIC ACTION (STRIKE) ~GAINST 
;T~E EMPLOYER. A TOTAL OF THREE (3) SUCH NOTICES DURING THE PERIOD OF 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL CONST:!:TUTE '1UST CAUSE FOR ECONOMIC ACTION (STRIKE) 
BY THE UNION WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO THE EMPLOYER. 
19.6 IT IS AGREED THAT THE TRUSTEES SHALL HAVE 'THE "RIGHT TO PROVIDE 
FOR AN AUDIT 0~ THE EMPLOYER•s PAYROLL TO DETERMINE THAT PROPER ;coN-
TRIBUTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE. 
ARTICLE XX 
HEALTH AND WELFARE 
20.1 EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1976 AND EACH MONTH THEREAFTER FOR THE DURATION 
.OF THIS AGREEMENT THE EMPLOYER SHALL CONTRIBUTE THI~TY-FIVE CENTS (35C) 
PER HOUR (OR WHATEVER INCREASED AMOUNT THE TRUSTEES SPECIFY IS REQUIRED 
TO CONTINUE TO MAINTAIN THE ·cuRRENT HEALTH ANO WELFARE BENEFITS, IN-
CLUDING IHPROVEMENTS IN BENEFITS WHICH WILL BE ESTABLISHED ANO BE EFFEC-
TIVE JULY 1, 1976) BASED UPON ALL HOURS .WORKED THE PREVIOUS MONTH (VACA-
lTION AND HOLIDAY CREDITS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE 
CONSIDERED AS TIME WORKED> BY EACH EHPLOYEE INTO A FUND "KNOWN AS THE 
RETAIL CLERKS LOCAL UNION NUMBER 782 HEALTH ANO WELFARE TRUST "FUND, 
WHICH SAIC TRUST FUND IS SET UP .UNDER A TRUST AGREEMENT, WHICH HAS 
"FOR ITS PURPOSES, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE PROVIDING .OF LIFE INSURANCE 
ANO HEALTH AND WELFARE BENEFITS WHICH SHALL INCLUDE PSYCHIATRIC CARE, 
DENTAL CARE, EYE CARE AND A PRESCRIPTION PLAN, FOR ALL EMPLOYEES 
:WORKING FOR THE EMPLOYER UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS .OF THIS AGREE-
MENT AND THEIR ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS. THE NATURE; TYPE "AND EXTENT OF 
THE BENEFITS TO BE so PROVIDED SHALL BE ·sucH AS THE TRUSTEES UNDER 
SAID TRUST FUND SHALL 'IN THEIR DISCRETION DETERMINE. THE EMPLOYEES 
SHALL BE ALLOWED TO ·coNTRIBUTE DIRECTLY TO THE TRUST FUND :IF ~HEIR 
COVERAGE CEASES FOR ANY REASON IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN CONTINUOUS COVERAGE 
SO LONG AS THEY ARE EMPLOYEES OF THE EMPLOYER. 
20.2 IF THE EMPLOYER FAILS TO PAY THE MONTHL~ CONTRIBUTION BY THE 
•TENTH ClOTH> DAY OF THE" MONTH IN WHICH IT IS DUE, 'THE FOLLOWING PRO-
CEDURE SHALL BE FOLLO~ED: FIRST, THE HEALTH ANO WELFARE OFFICE SHALL 
NOTIFY THE EMPLOYER .BY CERTIFIED MAIL OF HIS DELINQUENCY. · THE EMPLOYER 
SHALL REMIT THE REQUIRED PAYMENT WITHIN TEN ClO). DAYS :AFTER DATE Of 
RECEIVING SUCH NOTICE • . IF THE EMPLOYER HAS NOT REMITTED THE PAYMENT 
BY THAT TIME, THE EMPLOYER WILL BE OBLIGATED TO PAY ANY HEALTH AND 
WELFARE CLAIMS SUBMITTED BY THE EMPLOYEES WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN PAID 
BECAUSE OF THE EMPLOYER•$ FAILURE TO REMIT THE CONTRIBUTION. ANYTHING 
IN THIS AGREEHENT TO THE CONTRARY NOTWITHSTANDING ' THE UNION WILL HAVE 
THE RIGHT TO USE ECONOMIC ACTION (STRIKE> AGAINST "THE EMPLOYER. A 
TOTAL .OF THREE C3) SUCH "NOTICES DURING THE PERIOD .OF THIS "AGREEMENT 
-SHALL CONSTITUTE JUST CAUSE :FOR ECONOMIC ACTION "(STRIKE> BY -THE UNION 
WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO THE EMPLOYER. 
20.3 IT IS "AGREED THAT THE TRUSTEES SHALL HAVE THC RIGHT TO PROVIDE 
FOR AN AUDIT 0~ THE .EHPLOYER•S PAYROLL TO DETERMINE :THAT PROPER CON-
TRIBUTIONS HAVE ·BEEN HADE. 
ARTICLE XXI 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
21.1 IT IS AGREED THAT THE .EMPLOYER WILL PAY "FOR ANY RENEWAL LIQUOR 
PERMITS REQUIRED BY THE CITY. 
21.2 WHEN EMPLOYEES ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND BUSINESS MEETINGS CALLEO 
BY THE EMPLOYER BEFORE OR AFTER THEIR .WORK SHIFTS, SUCH "TIME SHALL BE 
CONSIDERED HOURS WORKED AND BE PAID FOR ,ACCORDINGLY. 
21.3 ANY UNIFORMS DEEMED NECESSARY ·av THE EMPLOYER FOR :ITS EMPLOYEES 
SHALL BE FURNISHED ANO LAUNDERED BY THE EMPLOYER. WHERE DACRON OR 
SIMILAR TYPE UNIFORMS ARE FURNISHED EMPLOYEES, SUCH UNIFORMS SHALL BE 
LAUNDERED BY THE EMPLOYEES, ·ANO WILL SE REPLACED AS NECESSARY. PRO-
:VIDED THE EMPLOYEE TURNS IN THE .WORN UNIFORH FOR A NEW UNIFORH. 
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ARTICLE XXII 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 
22.1 THE PARTIES RECOGNIZE THAT AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT ANO TECHNOLOGY IS 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE RETAIL FOOD INDUSTRY. THE EMPLOYER RECOGNIZES 
THAT THERE IS A DESIRE TO PROTECT ANO PRESERVE WORK OPPORTUNITIES. 
AT THE SAME TIME THE UNION RECOGNIZES THAT THE EMPLOYER HAS A .RIGHT 
TO AVAIL ITSELF .OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY. WITH THIS COMMON OBJECTIVE, 
,THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
22.2 IN THE EVENT THE EMPLOYER INTRODUCES MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES 
WHICH, FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE, IS DEFINED AS PRICE MARKING 
ANO ELECTRONIC SCANNERS WHICH WOULD HAVE A DIRECT MATERIAL IMPACT 
AFFECTING BARGAINING UNIT' WORK, TWENTY (20) DAYS' :ADVANCE :NOT]CE OF 
SUCH CHANGE WILL BE GIVtN TO THE UNION. 
22.J IN ADDITION THE EHPLOYER AGREES: 
Cl> ANY RETRAINING NECESSARY WILL BE FURNISHED BY THE EHPLOYER 
AT :NO EXPENSE TO THE EMPLOYEES. 
(2) IN THE EVENT AN EMPLOYEE IS PERMANENTLY DISPLACED AS A 
DIRECT RESULT OF MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES ·As DEFINED 
ABOVE, THE .EMPLOYEE WILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR SEVERANCE PAY 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLL~WING PROVISIONS: 
(A) "ALL EMPLOYEES (EXCLUDING COURTESY CLERKS) "WITH TWO (2) 
OR HORE YEARS .OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE WILL BE "ELIGIBLE 
FOR ONE Cl) WEEK'S SEVERANCE PAY FOR EACH ·YEAfl OF CON-
TINUOUS SERVICE. MAXIMUM SEVERANCE PAY .OF EIGHT (8) 
WEEKS' PAY TO BE PAID ON A WEEKLY BASIS. WEEKLY SEVER-
:ANCE PAY SHALL BE DETERMINED DY THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
"HOURS WORKED FOR THE FIFTY-TWO (52) WEEKS PRECEDING 
DISPLACEMENT, :NOT TO EXCEED FORTY ,C,.O> HOURS' .STRAIGHT-
"TIHE PAY. 
CB) ;AN EMPLOYEE SHALL BE DISQUALIFIED :fOR ,SEVERANCE PAY IN 
·THE EVENT THE .EMPLOYEE: 
<1> REFUSES RETRAINING • 
. (2) REFUSES A TRANSFER OR OTHER EMPLOYMENT ~ITHIN THE 
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA COVERED BY .THIS AGREEMENT. 
· (J) : VOLUNTARILY TERMINATES .EMPLOYMENT. 
ARTICLE XXIII 
·sTORE CLOSING 
23.1 IN THE EVENT THE EMPLOYER CLOSES OR SELLS A STORE "ANO EMPLOYEES 
ARE TERMINATED AS A RESULT THEREOF, PAY EQUAL TO ONE WEEK'S PAY FOR 
EACH YEAR OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE COMMENCING WITH THE THIRD (3RD) YEAR 
·oF CONTINUOUS SERVICE FOR REGULAR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES AND 'THE .FIFTH 
(5TH) YEAR FOR ALL OTHER EMPLOYEES UP TO, BUT NOT TO EXCEED EIGHT (8J 
·WEEKS PAY AT THEIR REGULAR RATE. HOWEVER, FOR THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO 
HAVE AN INCOMPLETE YEAR :OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE AS AN .EMPLOYEE WILL 
RECEIVE PRO RATA SEVERANCE PAY FOR THAT YEAR AS FOLLOWS: 
0 - 3 MONTHS EQUALS "TWENTY-FIVE (25J PERCENT OF A •WEEK'S PAY 
3 - G MONTHS EQUALS FIFTY <50> PERCENT OF A WEEK'S PAY 
6 - 9 MONTHS EQUALS SEVENTY-FIVE (75> PERCENT ·oF A WEEK'S PAY 
OVER 9 MONTHS ·EQUALS ONE 11) WEEK•S PAY 
SEVERANCE PAY SHALL BE COMPUTED BASED ON THE. AVERAGE HOURS WORKED PER 
WEEK FOR THE FIFTY-TWO (52) WEEKS PRECEDING A 'VOLUNTARY LAYOFF OR 
•TERMINATION. 
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23.2 THE EMPLOYER SHALL CONTINUE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PENSION ANO 
HEALTH ANO WELFARE TRUST FUND FOR THREE (3) FULL MONTHS FOLLOWING TER-
~ I NATION FOR THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO RECEIVE SEVERANCE PAY• EXCEPT THOSE 
EMPLOYEES WHO SECURE EMPLOYMENT WITH A CONTRIBUTING EMPLOYER IN THE 
PENSION AND HEAL TH AND WELFARE TRUST FUND. 
23.3 HOLIDAYS THAT FALL WITHIN THIRTY (·30> CAYS AFTER TERMINA:TION ANO 
EMPLOYEES WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR SEVERANCE PAY SHALL BE ENTITLED TO 
HOLIDAY PAY. 
23.4 ALL MONIES CUE EMPLOYEES SHALL BE PAID IN A LUHP SUH UPON TER-
MINATION. 
23.S AN EMPLOYEE WHO IS TERMINATED AND WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR SEVERANCE 
PAY• ANO ACCEPTS SEVERANCE PAY, FORFEITS HIS SENIORITY ANO HAS NO 
~ECALL RIGHTS. HOWEVER• AN .EMPLOYEE HAY ELECT TO ACCEPT A VOLUNTARY 
LAYOFF NOT TO EXCEED ONE (lJ YEAR. 
23.6 IF AN EMPLOYEE IS OFFERED A TRANSFER WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHIC AREA . 
:or THIS AGREEMENT IN WHICH HE WAS LAST WORKING ANO HE •REFUSES TO ACCEPT 
THE TRANSFER, HE FORFEITS HIS RIGHTS TO SEVERANCE PAY• HOLIDAY PAY, ANO 
·PENSION AND HEAL TH AND WELFARE CONTRIBUTIONS. 
23. 7 IF A STORE IS SOLD ANO THE SUCCESSOR EMPLOYER :of:FERS EMPLOYMENT 
TO AN EMPLOYEE WHO IS OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE FOR SEVERANCE PAY UNDER THE 
1TERMS OF THIS ARTICLE AND THE , NEW .JOB IS COMPARABLEi THEN NO PROVISIONS 
~F THIS ARTICLE SHALL APPLY. 
23.8 THE EMPLOYER AGREES TO GIVE T~ THE EMPLOYEES AND THE UNION FOUR 
(41 WEEKS• NOTICE IN ADVANCE OF A STORE CLOSING OR SALE. WHEN SUCH 
NOTICE IS GIVEN• AN .EHPLOYEE SHALL REMAIN WITH THE EMPLOYER OR FORFEIT 
HIS RIGHTS UNDER THIS ARTICLE .UNLESS MUTUALLY .AGREED TO .BY THE EMPLOYEE• 
EMPLOYER, ANO .UNION. 
23.9 NO BENEFITS SHALL ACCRUE UNDER THE TERMS OF ·THIS ARTICLE UNLESS 
·THE EMPLOYER HAKES A BUSINESS DECISION TO CLOSE OR SELL A :STORE • . IF A 
STORE CLOSING ·rs CAUSED .BY FIRE· FLOOD, "STORM, LANO CONDEMNATION. THEN 
THIS ARTICLE SHALL NOT APPLY. 
23.10 EMPLOYEES WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR SEVERANCE PAY AND ACCEPT A TRANS-
FER TO A LOWER RATED JOB WILL MAINTAIN THEIR PRESENT RATE OR THE RATE 
FOR THE CONTRACT COVERING THE AREA TO WHICH THEY ARE TRANSFERRED. 'WHICH-
EVER IS GREATER. 
ARTICLE XXIV 
SEPARABILITY CLAUSE 
24.1 ANY PROVISION :OF THIS .AGREEMENT WHICH MAY BE ADJUDGED BY A 
COURT .OF LAST RESORT TO BE IN CONFLICT WITH ANY FEDERAL OR STATE LAW 
;SHALL BECOME INOP ERATIVE TO THE EXTENT AND DURATION .OF SUCH CONFLICT. 
SINCE IT IS NOT THE INTENT OF EITHER PARTY HERETO TO VIOLATE ANY SUCH 
LAWS, IT IS AGREED THAT IN THE EVENT OF A CONFLICT BETWEEN ANY PRO-
VISION OF THIS AGREEMENT AND SUCH FEDERAL OR STATE LAW• THE REMAINDER 
·or THIS AGREEMENT SHALL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. :THE EMPLOYER 
AND THE UNION AGREE ,THAT SUBSTITUTE PROVISIONS SHALL BE WRITTEN WITH-
IN THIRTY (30> DAYS TO REPLACE THOSE PROVISIONS COMING INTO CONFLICT 
.WITH THE LAWS HEREIN DESCRIBED. 
A RT I CLE X XV 
ABILITY 
25.1 IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FOREGOING ARTICLES BY AND BETWEEN THE 
EMPLOYER ANO THE UNION• THE .EMPLOYEES, THROUGH THEIR REPRESENTA 11IVES, 
AGREE TO FAITHFULLY PERFORM THE DUTIES ASSIGNED TO THEM TO THE BEST .OF 
THEIR ABILITY AND TO USE THEIR BEST :EFFORTS TO PROMOTE THE BUSINESS .OF 
THE EMPLOYER AT ALL TIHES. 
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ARTICLE XXVI 
PREVIOUS AGREEMENTS 
26.1 THIS AGREEMENT CANCELS AND SUPERCEDES ALL CONDITIONS AND PREVIOUS 
·A GREEHENTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, EITHER WR ITT EN OR ORAL, "EXCEPT THE 
UPDATING LETTERS REGARDING STOCK ING BY RA CK JOB BERS. 
FOR THE EMPLOYER: 
. . . 
--- --- -- -- ..... ---~ - ,___ __. --- ...... _ ... -' --- __,·~ -----,,- ' 
_ . ________ ............ _....__. ..... __ __..,-..I __________________ . 
FOR THE UNION: 
RETAIL "STORE EMPLOYEES UNION 
LOCAL 782 ·R.C.I.A. ~FL~CIO 
- - ..... . . .. p • : .. • - ·. 
· -·· ~ ., ~-·· ··. : :;·· ~ :· .·~--' -:· . - .. . .: -
--~-~.;.,..._, ____ ... __., __,. _____-' ...... _ ... ____ _ 
. . . 
-.-.....-...-...-......-.....-.....~-....-...-...,-... -..--_,-_ 
. .. -· --·~-- --
' j 
' 
- . -. 
··-
.. 
,. 
.. ·'" 
Burea of Labor Statistics 
Collective Bargaining Studies 
590391 
cc 
i 
President 
~ 
U.S. Department of Labor 
This report is authorized by law 29 U.S.C. 2. 
Your voluntary cooperation is needed to make 
the results of this survey comprehensive, 
accurate, and timely. 
March 7, 1977 
O.M.B. No. 44-R0003 
App. exp. March 31, 1980 
). 9' '""'Mn~~~-
'REC'O RESEARCH DEPT. 
Mllq 1 l 1977 
Retail Clerks International Association 
Suffridge Building 
ANI, ..... ,. ·--
1775 K Street, Northwest 
LWashington, D. C. 20006 
Gentlemen : 
_J 
We have in our file of collective bargaining agreements a copy of your agreement(s): with Great Atlantic and Pacific 
Tea Company, Inc., covering 38 food stores and your local #782. The agreement we have 
on file expired May 1976. 
Would you please send us a copy of your current agreement-with any supplements (e.g., emp loyee-benefit plans) and wage 
schedules-negotiated to replace or to supplement the expired agreement. If your old agreement has been continued without 
change or if it is to remain in force until negotiations are concluded, a notation to this effect on this letter will be appreciated . 
I should like to remind you that our agreement file is open for your use, except for material submitted with a restriction or 
public inspection. You may return this form and your agreement in the enclosed envelope which requires no postage. 
Sincerely yours, 
Commissioner 
If more than one agreement, use back of form for each document. (Please Print) 
PLEASE RETURN THIS LETTER WITH 
YOUR RESPONSE OR AGREEMENT(S). 
1. Approximate number of employees involved---~-"---=&?'---'{)...._ _____________________ _ 
2. Number and location of establishments covered by agreement 
3. Product, service, or type of business 
..S--6 -7:: 4--lf ,e,a, ay1eeme11t l1es l3ggp gx!endga, fl'l@lieete new expiration date--------~--~{[~----------
Richard C. McAllister, Int'l. Vice President, (202) 223-3111 
Your Name and Position Area Code/Telephone Number 
International Director of Membership Benefits Washington, D.C. 20006 
Address City/State/ZIP Code 
1775 K Street, N.W. 
BLS2452 December 1976 
